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Handouts Week 3: Paperwork 
 Keep focusing on 1 room, 15 minutes, Start : Sort : Solve : System 

 

Mail box  

Lock your mail box  

Only empty it when you are ready to deal with it. 

Get a free “No Junk Mail” sticker. 

 

Bills 

Put everything on automatic payment and electronic statements. 

 

One in, one out 

Only keep the most recent version of everything 

 

Shredder 

Buy a shredder - $20-$60 is a very small price to pay to avoid identity theft. 

 

Electronic 

Consider buying a multi-function printer/scanner/copier ($150 - $200). Checklist of questions to ask when 

buying one is at the end of this document 
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Types of paperwork – do I need to keep these? 

Keep only the relevant pages anyway, or even rip off the bit you need.   

A reminder to pay or attend? Write the numbers/dates you need in your diary.  Possibly stick it on the 

fridge to remind you until you’ve done it, but then straight in the shredder. Better still, put it on automatic 

payment. 

Insurance or registration? Yes, but you only need an electronic copy, and only the most recent one. 

Receipt for warranty? Yes, but only keep it for a year until the warranty expires. Write throw away date on 

top or circle on receipt. 

Manual? Perhaps, but better to download the manual from the website (now) and dump the paper one.  At 

least rip out all the pages that aren’t English. 

Contract? Yes, but only keep the relevant pages, and preferably electronically. 

Re-claim expenses? Why don’t you just re-claim it then?  Keep the claim forms pre-filled where you can 

find them.  Many insurers prefer faxes – consider buying a scanner with fax. 

Tax?  Yes, but they only need to be electronic and you only need to keep them for 2-5 years. Each year 

when you submit your tax return, throw out anything over than 5 years old. 

  

How to keep electronic records 

Photograph it with your phone/camera or put it through a scanner. 

Sheet feed scanners which go straight to USB/SD Card without needing a computer attached work well.  

Once every fortnight, copy the scans to computer. Give each scanned file a meaningful file name 

proceeded by the date IN YYYY_MM_DD format. E.g.  2012_02_AamiToyotaGreenSlip.pdf 

Create directories on your computer like “Car, Superannuation, Medical, Tax, Proof of Purchase and move 

the files into them. 

PHOTOS should be stored the same way. In a folder per year, then a folder under each year 2012_01Jan 

so that they sort 

e.g. MyDocuments \ Photos \ 2012 \ 2012_01 January\Kerri’sWedding 

BACKUP your computer each month. 
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Paper records 

Even if you go electronic, each member of the family should have a crystal folder for the most important 

paper documents. Birth Certificates, important educational certificates, Degrees – you only need to keep 

the ‘100 points of ID’ type documents on paper. 

 

Concertina folders 

Everything else should fit into 1 or at most two concertina folders.   

AT THE FRONT:  envelopes and stamps & pens 

Tax – this 
year 

tax previous 
years 

Utilities Health Insurance Car House…. 

Work – Me 
 

Work – Him Daycare School   Shred 

 

Only keep the latest one of anything.  When you put a utility bill in, take the last one out 

When you put an insurance renewal in there, take the old one out 

ONE IN, ONE OUT (or better still, one in -> two out) 

 

Health  

Try to use one pharmacy. Check with each pharmacy, but they will usually:  

 Keep your prescription repeats on file (so you don’t lose them). 

 Give you a consolidated annual printout of your family’s medication use (if you need it for your tax 

return). 

Pre-fill a Medicare form and a Health insurance form with all the information that DOESN’T change, and the 

‘send to’ address written across the top. Photocopy several.  Then when you get a receipt, just fill in the 

date on the claim form, and put them both in the envelope, stamp and post it. 

 

Homework 

Put at least 1 bill on automatic payment 

Establish a crystal file for everyone in the family (even if it is empty) 

Note the oldest/weirdest/most out of date item you find. 
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List the 5 worst boxes of paperwork, and when you will work on them 

 1  _________________________       _________________ 

 

 2 _________________________       _________________ 

 

 3 _________________________       _________________ 

 

4 _________________________       _________________ 

 

5 _________________________       _________________ 

 

-
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Checklist for choosing a multifunction printer 

 

 Does it scan/print straight from USB/card? So you can use it without having a computer 

connected 

 Does it print in colour? A lazer printer is cheaper to run, but doesn’t print in colour. 

 Does it do flat bed scan? For kid’s art 

 Does it have a sheet feeder? For bulk scanning/copying 

 Does it photocopy from flatbed and sheet feed? This should be a no brainer 

 Does it have more than 2 ink cartridges. Three-5 colours +black is ideal as it saves money on re-

fills. 

 LCD display? So you can see if it did scan 

 Does it fax?  Optional, but very handy 

 Double sized printing and scanning? Optional, but handy 
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Tax Documents 

http://www.ato.gov.au/individuals/content.aspx?menuid=42740&doc=/content/30327.htm&page=1&H1 

Documents that you are required to keep can be in written or electronic form. If you make paper or 

electronic copies they must be a true and clear reproduction of the original. 

We recommend that if you store your records electronically you make a back-up copy to ensure the 

evidence is easily accessible if the original becomes inaccessible or unreadable - for example, where a 

hard drive is corrupted. 

Generally, you must keep your written evidence for five years from the date you lodge your tax return, or, if 

you: 

 have claimed a deduction for decline in value (formerly known as depreciation) - five years from the 

date of your last claim for decline in value 

 acquire or dispose of an asset - five years after it is certain that no capital gains tax (CGT) event can 

happen, so you know you don't need the records to work out a capital gain or loss 

 are in dispute with us - the later of five years from the date you lodge your tax return or when the 

dispute is finalised. 

 Or 2 years if your income consists only of  

◦ salary or wages (other than from associates)  

◦ interest paid by a financial institution or government body  

◦ dividends from an Australian company listed on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) 

(there are further quirks – look at ‘simple tax’  on the ATO website) 

 

http://www.ato.gov.au/individuals/content.aspx?menuid=42740&doc=/content/30327.htm&page=1&H1
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